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GO ONLINE to revisit your Investigative 

Phenomenon CER with the new information you 

have learned about Properties of Waves. INVESTIGATIVE
PHENOMENON

Revisit

 

18 SEP Use Mathematics At the beach, you time the wave crests hitting the 

shore and determine there is 20 seconds between crests. Determine the 

frequency of the wave. Would you expect this frequency to change if you 

made your measurement further out from the shore?

 19 SEP Analyze and Interpret Data After determining the frequency, you 

then use a handheld sonar system to determine the ocean depth at 10 m 

increments from the shore. The data is shown in the table. Complete the table 

and construct a graph of the wave speed as a function of the depth. 

 20 SEP Develop a Model Construct both a distance 

and time graph of the ocean wave. Assume a 

reasonable value for the wave amplitude. 

Also, draw a picture of what you think 

the wave crests would look like as they 

come towards the shore.

GO ONLINE
for a quiz to evaluate 

what you learned about 

Properties of Waves.

These questions will help you apply what you learned in this experience to the 

Investigative Phenomenon.



Distance (m) Depth (m) Speed (m/s) Wavelength (m)

10 1.4

20 2.8

30 4.2

40 5.6

your claim, support it with evidence and scientific reasoning.

Make a
Claim Your claim should be a response

to the stated question. Place only what you

intend to argue. If appropriate, use relevant

vocabulary you have learned in this course.

Cite Evi
dence/D

ata Provide at least 2

observations or data points that can be used to

justify your claim. Avoid “I” statements. If

possible and appropriate, use multiple sources.

Use Rea
soning

If applicable, state the

definition of the term used in the claim in your

own words. Then summarize the data and state

how that aligns with the definition and verifies

the claim. If there is a known relevant scientific

principle that explains the phenomenon, state

that and use it to explain what causes your claim

to be true.

Be as detailed as possible.
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Focus on Engineering Practices SEP 1  Defining Problem SEP 3 Planning and Carrying Out Investigations
SEP 6  Designing Solutions  

Materials Per Group ● Organic starch(potato peels, corn, banana peels, orange peels) ● Water 
● Acid (vinegar) ● Oil (vegetable, glycerol) ● Beaker 

● Stirring rod ● Hotplate 
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NAME 
   DATE    CLASS 

How much electricity can you harness from the wind alo

ENGINEERING PERFORMANCE TASK 

Electricity and Wind Energ
ne? In this lab, you will design 

and build a miniature wind turbine to see how much electricity it can produce. It will be 

up to you and your partner(s) to determine which of the provided materials to use and 

how to put them together to produce the greatest amount of power. The voltage and 

amperage of the spinning rotor will be measured with a multimeter to determine the 

amount of generated power. 

Focus on Science Practices 

SEP 4  Analyzing and Interpreting Data

SEP 6  Constructing Explanations and Designing Solutions 

Materials Per Group 

● Bamboo skewers 
● Blade material (choose one) 

○ Cardboard sheet 

○ Foam sheet 

○ Manila folder 

○ Polystyrene sheet 

● Calculator 

● Cork 
● Glue or tape 

● Ruler 
● Sandpaper 

● Scissors 
● Timer 
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INQUIRY LAB – GUIDED 

Measuring the Energy  

Densities of Organic Fuels  
ine th





Our partner in Inquiry
Experience Physics is the science of doing. An 

exclusive partnership with Flinn Scientific embeds 

engaging inquiry Labs, Engineering Workbenches 

and demonstrations and Performance Tasks directly 

into the program. 

Inquiry Labs
• Explore concepts with an inquiry lab in every learning

experience.

• Differentiate instruction with four versions of every inquiry lab -
Open-Ended, Guided, Shortened, and Advanced.

• Customize every inquiry lab on Realize to fit your unique
classroom needs.

Differentiate your lessons with four versions 
of every inquiry lab: including Open-Ended, 
Guided, Shortened, and Advanced. 

worksheet link TK

Engineering Workbench Students design, test, 
and evaluate solutions that mimic the real-world 
activities of engineers. Activities are connected to 
related careers on the Using Physics Today site. 

Performance Task Students demonstrate NGSS 
mastery by applying their understanding to a new 
situation at the end of every Investigation through 
a Performance-Based assessment. 

Videos Engaging Overview and 
Summary Videos introduce the lab 
and connect to phenomena. 

Data Set Activities Students develop 
mathematical fluency using data sets that 
connect physics concepts to real-world issues. 

Lab Kits Simplify lab setup with 
readily accessible kits aligned 
to Flinn Scientific labs, activities 
and assessments.

NAME 

 DATE 
 CLASS 

INTRODUCTION TO ENERGY INQUIRY LABS – ADVANCED 

Measuring the Energy  

Densities of Organic Fuels

How much energy is released when an object burns? One way to determine the amount 

of energy released when an object burns is to measure the heat flow from it to its 

surroundings. If heat flows from the object to its surroundings then the temperature of 

the surroundings will increase. This activity will introduce the concept of calorimetry and 

investigate the caloric content of organic fuels.  

 

Focus on Science Practices 

SEP 3  Planning and Carrying Out Investigations 

SEP 4  Analyzing and Interpreting Data 

SEP 5  Using Mathematics and Computational Thinking 

 

Materials Per Group 

● Aluminum foil, 3 in. x 3 in. square, 2 

● Balance (0.01-g precision)  

● Butane safety lighter 

● Charcoal, small lump 

● Graduated cylinder, 50-mL 

● Metal ring with clamp 

● Soda can, empty and clean 

● Stirring rod, glass  

● Support stand 

● Thermometer  

● Water, distilled or tap, 50 mL 

● Wood splint 

Safety      

Wear safety goggles when performing this or any lab that uses chemicals, heat or

glassware. Allow charcoal sample to cool before touching or discarding it. Use a glass 

stirring rod to stir the liquid; never stir with a thermometer. This lab should be performed 

in a well-ventilated room. Wash hands thoroughly with soap and water before leaving 

the laboratory.  
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 GO ONLINE to revisit your Investigative 

Phenomenon CER with the new information you 

have learned about Properties of Waves.

 

INVESTIGATIVE
PHENOMENON

Revisit

 

18 SEP Use Mathematics At the beach, you time the wave crests hitting the 

shore and determine there is 20 seconds between crests. Determine the 

frequency of the wave. Would you expect this frequency to change if you 

made your measurement further out from the shore?

 19 SEP Analyze and Interpret Data After determining the frequency, you 

then use a handheld sonar system to determine the ocean depth at 10 m 

increments from the shore. The data is shown in the table. Complete the table 

and construct a graph of the wave speed as a function of the depth. 

 20 SEP Develop a Model Construct both a distance 

and time graph of the ocean wave. Assume a 

reasonable value for the wave amplitude. 

Also, draw a picture of what you think 

the wave crests would look like as they 

come towards the shore.

GO ONLINEfor a quiz to evaluate 

what you learned about 

Properties of Waves.

These questions will help you apply what you learned in this experience to the 

Investigative Phenomenon.



Distance (m)
Depth (m)

Speed (m/s)
Wavelength (m)

10

1.420

2.830

4.240

5.6

your claim, support it with evidence and scientific reasoning.

Make a Claim Your claim should be a response

to the stated question. Place only what you
intend to argue. If appropriate, use relevant
vocabulary you have learned in this course.Cite Evidence/Data Provide at least 2

observations or data points that can be used to
justify your claim. Avoid “I” statements. If
possible and appropriate, use multiple sources.
Use Reasoning If applicable, state the
definition of the term used in the claim in your
own words. Then summarize the data and state
how that aligns with the definition and verifies
the claim. If there is a known relevant scientific
principle that explains the phenomenon, state
that and use it to explain what causes your claim

to be true.
Be as detailed as possible.
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START HERE

Begin with the  
Teacher Guide 
Experience Physics is about what students DO to achieve NGSS performance expectations 
for physics. Features range from phenomena demonstrations to engineering projects, from 
hands-on inquiry labs to math practice virtual simulations, and much more! The Teacher 
Guide gives you the full scope of the program.

Phenomenal Experiences
Begin with a relevant and engaging 
phenomenon. Encourage students 
to ask and answer questions, gather 
evidence, and organize their reasoning 
as they experience the concepts of 
physics firsthand.

Flinn Scientific Partnership
Labs, Engineering Workbenches, Data Set Activities, 
and Performance-Based Assessments with video 
support enhance the student experience and 
encourage your class to do more science! 

• Open-Ended
• Guided
• Shortened
• Advanced

4 
VERSIONS OF EVERY LAB

Physics



Google for Education
Partner

PLANNER
INVESTIGATION 11

INVESTIGATIVE PHENOMENON

Waves
In this investigation, students explore the properties of mechanical waves. They construct models 

of wave properties to support claims about the relationships among wave frequency, wavelength, 

and speed in various media. Students explore the interactions of waves with one another and with 

objects in their environment. They describe the interactions between light and matter that result in 

phenomena observable at a macroscopic level.

Explaining Phenomena To fully understand the phenomenon of how waves change the coastline, 

students must understand the properties and behaviors of waves. As students explore the energy 

transmitted by waves and how waves interact with objects, they can construct an explanation of 

the processes of waves changing the coastline.

How do waves 
change the 
coastline?

EXPERIENCE 1
EXPERIENCE 2Wave Properties

3 days
Students identify and describe the properties of transverse and longitudinal waves, including amplitude, wavelength, frequency, and wave speed. They construct models from wave properties.

Waves Behavior and Energy
4 days

Students explore the interactions of waves with one another and with objects in their environment. They calculate the Doppler effect of a moving source of sound waves and investigate constructive and destructive interference.
CONNECTION 

TO THE 
INVESTIGATIVE 
PHENOMENON

Students determine the frequency of a wave using time intervals of wave crests and complete a graph of wave speed as a function of depth. 

Students investigate the transfer of energy in devices designed to harvest energy from ocean waves.
ENGAGE Teacher’s Guide Everyday Phenomenon, Making Waves, p. 4 Teacher’s Guide Everyday Phenomenon, Guitar String, p. 10EXPLORE

  Inquiry Lab Mechanical Waves
  PhET Simulation Properties of Waves 

  Inquiry Lab Interference of Sound Waves
  PhET Simulation Wave Behavior and energy 

EXPLAIN Student Handbook, pp. 6–18
  Claim-Evidence-Reasoning Wave Speed
   Explain Video Graphs of Waves 
   Math Tutorial Video 

Student Handbook, pp. 19–32
  Modeling Interference

   Explain Video Harnessing Wave Energy from the Ocean 

   Math Tutorial Video ELABORATE
   Discussion Rubric Wave Speed
   Writing About Science Skill in Properties of Waves 

  Peer Review Rubric Evaluate Interference
   Writing About Science Skills in Wave Behavior and Energy EVALUATE

   Quiz Wave Properties
Student Handbook Revisit Investigative Phenomenon

   Quiz Wave Properties
Student Handbook Revisit Investigative Phenomenon

* Pacing includes both Student Handbook coverage and core instructional activities.
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Personalize Instruction
Make it your own with the Teacher Guide. 
Personalize and enhance your instructional 
plan with Got More Time? activities. 
Substitute with Related Phenomena when 
you want to make a change. Storyline and 
Investigation Planners use the 5E model to 
streamline your prep time. 

Build Mathematical Fluency
Stepped-out examples in the Experience 
Handbook break down sample problems 
for clarity and process guidance, while 
math tutorial videos reinforce mathematical 
processes. 

The Physics and Math Skills Workbook 
includes four pages of review and practice 
problems for every learning experience. 

Savvas Realize™ Award-Winning Digital Platform
Access all your digital content, virtual labs, simulations, 
assessments, and student data in ONE location. Savvas Realize 
has offline accessibility, so students can study from anywhere. 

Experience It for Yourself. 
Request samples and online demos at Savvas.com/ExperiencePhysics

Savvas.com
800-848-9500
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